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Introduction

This index covers the first nineteen years of The Watermark, from Volume I, Number 1 (October 1976) to Volume XVIII, Number 4 (Fall 1995). Virtually every article, news item, query, book review or note, including individual items from “Conservation News” and “Ex Libris,” has been included under subject, personal, or institutional name headings. Articles have not been indexed by title. The subject vocabulary is drawn largely from MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) and Library Literature.

Under each main heading entries are listed alphabetically, except in a few cases (e.g. ALHHS. Annual meeting) where chronological order was most logical. Under personal name headings, the titles of Watermark articles written by the person are listed alphabetically before subject subheadings.

Several broad headings have been used to bring together frequently-recurring categories of information. These include: Acquisitions; Awards, grants, fellowships; Conferences, meetings, panels, workshops; and Exhibits. In addition, Awards, etc., are cited under the personal or institutional name of the recipient and the grantor and Exhibits and Acquisitions under individual institutional headings. Conferences are cited under the institutional name only if the conference is chiefly a manifestation of the institution. Books reviewed or noted are indexed under their main heading and under the author of the review.

To avoid long strings of institutional hierarchy, most institutional references are to the name of the highest body (e.g. University of Minnesota), not the name of the medical or medical history library (i.e. Wangensteen Library). The latter may generally be assumed.

Standard abbreviations are used. State names are shown by the postal service two-letter abbreviations. Organization names are generally spelled out in the heading and abbreviated in the entries; the abbreviation is alphabetized as it appears, not as if it were fully spelled out, thus avoiding the necessity of splitting the ALHHS entries between “Association” and “Archivists.” However, owing no more reverence to that hobgoblin of little minds than is conformable to sound indexing practice, I have accorded to librarians who have undergone name-changes in the course of these nineteen years entries under both names.

Carol Clausen
National Library of Medicine

“A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.” R.W. Emerson. Self Reliance.
ISSUES PUBLISHED

Vol. I, No. 3 (Feb. 1978)
Vol. XII, No. 1/2-4 (Fall/Winter 1988-Summer 1989)
Vol. XIII-XIV, No. 1-4 (Fall 1989-Summer 1991)
Vol. XV, No. 1-4 (Fall 1991-Spring 1992, Fall 1992)

ABBREVIATIONS USED

Institutions

AAHM  American Association for the History of Medicine
ACOG  American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
ACRL/ALA Association of College and Research Libraries of ALA
ALA American Library Association
ALHHS Association of Librarians in the History of the Health Sciences (1976-1992); Archivists and Librarians in the History of the Health Sciences (1992-)
CPP College of Physicians of Philadelphia
HAM-TMC Houston Academy of Medicine-Texas Medical Center Library
MLA Medical Library Association
NLM National Library of Medicine
NLM HMD History of Medicine Division of the National Library of Medicine
NYAM New York Academy of Medicine
RCP Royal College of Physicians

States

AL Alabama  MN Minnesota
AR Arkansas NH New Hampshire
CA California NJ New Jersey
CO Colorado NY New York
GA Georgia NC North Carolina
HI Hawaii OH Ohio
IL Illinois OK Oklahoma
IN Indiana OR Oregon
KS Kansas PA Pennsylvania
KY Kentucky SC South Carolina
LA Louisiana TX Texas
MD Maryland VT Vermont
ME Maine VA Virginia
MI Michigan WA Washington
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A

Abbey Newsletter, 3(Jan. 1980): 3


ACRL, see Rare Book and Manuscript Section of ACRL/ALA


African-Americans: materials on 19th c. black women physicians, 10(Summer 1986): 2

AIDS: AIDS History Project grant, 16(Fall 1993): 69-70; and the historian, 12(Summer 1989): 26-27; oral hist. interviews on, 17(Summer 1994): 72


Alcohol and Temperance History Group: journal, 18(Fall 1995): 140-141

ALHHS:

Ad Hoc Committee on Genre List, 9(Summer 1985): 3


Committee on Archives and Manuscripts: meeting, 14(Summer 1991): 51-52


exhibit: help with Grolier Club exhibit, 15(Fall 1992): 49-55


history and function: 6(July 1982): 6; 4(Summer 1991): 41-42

letters: from Director, NLM, 18(Spring 1995): 36; from Assoc. Director, LO, NLM, 17(Fall 1994): 99; to Director, NLM: 17(Summer 1994): 66; 18(Spring 1995): 35

memorandum:


categories: 16(Summer 1993): 39-41; 16(Fall 1993): 59-60; 17(Winter 1993): 4


name change, 13(Spring 1990): 32; 15(Spring 1992): 30


program on use and promotion of colls.: 17(Summer 1994): 49


tour of NLM: 3(Apr. 1980): 2

tribute to John B. Blake: 7(Fall 1983): 7

What is?, 12(Fall/Winter 1988/89): [1-2]


Allen, Peter L.: lecture, 18(Fall 1995): 148


Allentown Acad.: symposium on, 9(Fall 1985): 13


Altman, Lawrence K.: lecture, 11(Fall 1987): 27

Alumni of Bellevue Hosp.: microfilm funding, 17(Winter 1993): 16-17

Amer. Acad. of Ophthalmology: position announcement, 17(Fall 1994): 102
Amer. Acad. of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery: position announcement, 18(Summer 1995): 100


Amer. Libr. Assn., see Rare Books and Manuscript Section of ACRL/ALA


Amer. Occupational Therapy Assn.: archives, 18(Winter 1994): 20

Amer. Oslor Soc.: meeting, 15(Fall 1991): 5


Appalachian Hist. of Med. Society: presentation to, 8(Fall 1984): 12


see also Manuscripts
Arnold, Ken: appt., Wellcome Institute, 16(Summer 1993): 47

see also Photographs; Pictures; Posters; Portraits

Auction sales: 2(Jan. 1979): 1-3, 4-5

Audiovisual materials: at NLM, 16(Fall 1993): 69; database on hist. science materials, 18(Summer 1995): 107-108

Austin, Nancy: appt., U.NC, Chapel Hill, 11(Fall 1987): 16

Austria: libs. in Vienna, 1(Apr. 1978): 3

Autopsy: of Phineas Gage, 17(Summer 1994): 75

Alice Fisher Society Historical Scholarship, 18(Winter 1994): 22

Black, William: appt., Lloyd Lib. & Museum, activities, 13(Spring 1990): 31
Blacks, see African-Americans
Bliss, Michael: lecture, 17(Winter 1993): 19
Book fairs, 14(Winter 1990): 29
Book reviews (including pubs. recommended or noted): American Journal of Nephrology [hist. of nephrology issue], 18(Winter 1994): 22; Amodeo, A.J., “Photocopying without (Much) Damage, 8(Summer 1984): 1-2; Antonie Wouter Voors ... Biographical Sketch, 8(Summer 1984): 2; Beatty, W., “Medical Literature” in Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science, 8(Fall 1984): 14; Bibliogra-
Britt, Mary Claire: lecture, 8(Fall 1984): 12
see also Cowan, Mary Claire
Broadus, Billie: “Steering Committee Member,” 17 (Summer 1994): 54; activities, 12(Spring 1989): 29
Brumberg, Joan Jacobs: lecture, 10(Fall 1986): 11
Bryan, Charles S.: Theodore Brevard Hayne: Last Martyr of Yellow Fever, noted, 18(Fall 1995): 144
Burnby Lib.: exhibit, 9(Fall 1985): 12
Burns Archive: acquis., 10(Winter/Spring 1986/87): 16
Byrnes, Margaret: “Preservation Microfilming at the National Library of Medicine,” 12(Spring 1989): 14-15; appt., NLM, 10(Fall 1986): 10

C

California International Antiquarian Bookfair, 12(Spring 1989): 15
Cambridge World History of Human Disease, reviewed, 16(Summer 1993): 45
Cantor, David: lecture, 18(Spring 1995): 60
Carnegie Mellon U., see Hunt Institute of Botanical Documentation
Carr, Jean: appt., CPP, 9(Winter/Spring 1986): 20
Case, Susan: appt., U.KS, 13(Fall 1989): 6
Case Western Reserve: position announcement, 17(Summer 1994): 64
Catalog of the Bernard Becker Collection in Ophthalmology at the Washington University School of Medicine Library, reviewed, 3(July 1979): 3
Catalogue of Seventeenth Century Printed Books in the National Library of Medicine, reviewed, 13(Fall 1989): 7-8
Catalogues, booksellers*: 16(Fall 1993): 66


Chandler, Robin: appt., UCSF, 18(Summer 1995): 107

Chen, Frances: new member

Chen, Kaiyi: appt., CPP, 13(fall 1989): 6

Chevalier, Robert L.: lecture, 17(Fall 1994): 106


See also U. of Cincinnati


C.J. Jung Foundation: lecture series, 16(Fall 1993): 72


Compton, Jennifer: "Librarian or Sleuth?: The Identification of Historical Medical Artifacts," 16(Fall 1993): 60-63

Computers: bks. on, 10(Summer 1986): 5


Connor, Jennifer J.: lecture, 18(Fall 1995): 148

Conservation Center for Art and Historic Artifacts: coll. care workshops, 10(Fall 1986): 10

“Constitution and Bylaws Revisited,” 7(Winter/ Spring 1984): 11-12

“Continuing Education,” 11(Fall 1987): 13-24

Cook, James: fellowship, 18(Summer 1995): 108
Cookbooks: at NYAM, 17(Spring 1994): 46
Copeland, Patsy: appt., Tulane, 13(Fall 1989): 6
Cordasco, Francesco: American Medical Imprints, 1820-1910, reviewed, 10(Fall 1986): 1-5
Coryell, Janet L.: lecture, 17(Fall 1994): 106

Cowen, Mary Claire: birth to, 13(Summer 1990): 35

see also Britt, Mary Claire


Crawford, Kevin: appt., CPP, 14(Fall 1990): 11; 18(Spring 1995): 58


Crispell, Kenneth R.: lecture, 11(Fall 1987): 27

Cushing, Harvey: stamp, 11(Winter 1988): 33

D


Death: U.MN colls. on, 10(Summer 1986): 1


Donato, Anne K.: retirement, 17(Summer 1994): 9

Dr. Samuel D. Harris National Museum of Dentistry: opening of, 17(Summer 1994): 72


Dreger, Alice: appt., U.MN, 18(Fall 1995): 144


E


see also Klein, Joan Echentenkamp

Eckert, Jack: appt., CPP, 13(Fall 1989): 6

Economics: redistribution of wealth and loss of common good, 18(Spring 1995): 50-51; distribution of wealth, 18(Summer 1995): 90-91

Eddy, Leonard: new member, 11(Fall 1987): 16


Education, librarianship: Cleveland Health Sciences Lib. archives course for hosp. librarians, 10(Fall 1986): 12; course on historical materials, 2(July 1978): 1-2; Rare Book School, 12(Fall/Winter 1988/89): [9]; 14(Winter 1990): 26

see also Librarianship


Eimas, Richard: lecture, 15(Fall 1991): 5

Elder, Stephen: Becoming a Fundraiser, noted, 15(Spring 1992): 25


Electronic resources: archival finding aids, 18(Fall 1995): 131-136; bib. of hist. med. resources on internet, 17(Summer 1994): 67-68; CADUCEUS-L, 15(Fall 1992): 57; 17(Spring 1994): 46; 17(Sum-

see also online catalogues


English Short Title Catalogue: submitting holdings to, 3(Jan. 1980): 3

Ephemeral materials: 20th c., 15(Spring 1992): 19-21; at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, 9(Fall 1985): 5-8


15

F


FEE, Elizabeth: appt., NLM, 18(Fall 1995): 144


Fellowships, see Awards, grants, fellowships


Feudtner, John Christopher: award, 16(Winter 1992): 10


Flamm, Eugene S.: lecture, 18(Fall 1995): 148

Flannery, Michael: appt., Lloyd Lib. & Museum, 13(Spring 1990): 31; 17(Fall 1994): 105


Folger Shakespeare Lib: appt., 11(Summer 1987): 9

Food and Drug Administration: History Office publication, 18(Fall 1995): 141

Fox, Daniel M.: "The Center for Photographic Images of Medicine and Health Care, Stony Brook," 8(Fall 1984): 8

Frank, Robert G., Jr.: lecture, 13(Spring 1990): 31

Fraunces Tavern Museum: exhibit, 9(Fall 1985): 13


see also Fund-raising, Gifts, contributions


see also Friends groups, Gifts, contributions


16

G

Gage, Phineas: autopsy 133 years after death, 17(Summer 1994): 75
Galle, Karl: fellowship, 18(Summer 1995): 108
Gardens, physical: at Bakken Museum of Electricity in Life, 17(Summer 1994): 72
Garrison and Morton. A Medical Bibliography: errata, 11(Fall 1987): 18
Geison, Gerald L.: The Private Science of Louis Pasteur, reviewed, 18(Summer 1995): 103-104
Gender: gender studies and use of med. hist. materials, 16(Spring 1993): 15-19
Georgetown U.: workshop on human genome research documentation, 14(Winter 1990): 29
see also Awards, grants, fellowships; Collectors; Friends groups; Fund-raising
Gilman, Sander L.: appt., visiting scholar, NLM, 14(Fall 1990): 11

Gnudi, Martha Teach: contributions to hist. of med., 1(Apr. 1978): 4
Goddard, Cathy: appt., U.VT, 12(Summer 1989): 28
Goldblatt, David: lecture, 13(Fall 1989): 7
Goldstein, Carolyn: lecture, 18(Spring 1995): 60
Goulet, D., Trois Siécles d'Histoire Médicale au Québec, reviewed, 16(Summer 1993): 45
Grants, see Awards, grants, fellowships
Greenfield, Ted: lecture, 12(Spring 1989): 16
Greifenstein, Charles: appt., CPP, 18(Spring 1995): 58
Groff Family Memorial Trust: grants, 13(Fall 1989): 6-7
Groschel, Dieter H.M.: lecture, 17(Fall 1994): 106

H

see also Pasquale, Ann
Hahmann Med. Coll., see Hahmann U.
Hannah Institute: documentary center for med. hist. sources in Ontario, 3(Oct. 1979): 5
Hannoun, Claude: lecture, 18(Fall 1995): 148
Harvey, William: facsimile ed. of, 2(Apr. 1979): 3-4
Hasse, Kerstin: appt., U.MN, 11(Fall 1987): 16
Hayes, Laurena: appt., Cleveland Health Sciences Lib., 9(Summer 1985): 3
Health Sciences Library Consortium (Philadelphia): catalogue access through Internet, 16(Summer 1993): 48
Herbals: Cleveland project, 10(Winter/Spring 1986/87): 14; hist. of, 18(Summer 1995): 63-70
Herschbach, Lisa: lecture, 18(Fall 1995): 148
Hill, Reginald Harrison: contributions to hist. of medicine, 1(Apr. 1978): 4
Hill S. Richardson: "Letter to the Editors," 18(Spring 1995): 34
Hirtle, Peter B.: "The Cleveland Herbal, 13(Fall 1989): 7-6; surfing the Internet for the History of Medicine available via anonymous FTP, 17(Winter 1993): 19
Historians: new ways of using med. hist. colls., 16(Spring 1993): 15-19
History of medicine: study of, 18(Fall 1995): 115-116
History of Science Society: meeting, 16(Fall 1993): 72; meeting, Metro NY Sect., 9(Fall 1985): 13
Horncrest Foundation: grant, 15(Winter 1992): 134
incunabula short title catalogue: available, 12(fall/winter 1988/89): 7
indiana historical soc.: exhibit, 12(summer 1989): 29
institute of museum services: grant, 15(fall 1991): 6
international assoc. of bibliophiles: congress, 9(fall 1985): 12
international center for artificial organs and transplantation: acquis., 8(winter/spring 1985): 22
international congress on the history of medicine: meeting, 18(fall 1995): 140, 141
internet, see electronic resources
isette, charles a.: "marketing, media and making money: or, why not 'sell' your historical collection," 4(oct. 1980): 1-3

j
jackson, bernice: retirement, 1(fall 1987): 16
jannetta, ann: lecture, 10(summer 1986): 7
jenkins, fred w.: appt., cpp, 10(fall 1986): 11
johnston, stanley h.: "the cleveland herbals project," 10(winter/spring 1986/87): 14; the cleveland herbal, botanical and horticultural collection: a descriptive bibliography of pre-1830 works, reviewed, 16(fall 1993): 67; appt., cleveland health sciences lib., 8(fall 1984): 12
jordanova, ludmilla: lecture, 12(spring 1989): 16
joy, robert: "old books in a new age: the role of a historical collection in today's medical library from the perspective of a faculty user," 15(fall
K
Keister, Lucinda: “NLM Historical Videodisc Project,” 8(Fall 1984): 7-8
see also Echtenkamp, Joan
Kneeland, Timothy: fellowship, 18(Summer 1995): 108
Kochakian, Charles D.: lecture, 10(Fall 1986): 12
Kraakauer, Elizabeth: appt., Stanford, 11(Summer 1987): 9
Kroc, Robert: lecture, 10(Fall 1986): 12
Krosch, Penelope: lecture, 12(Spring 1989): 16
see also Sutton, Janet Kubinec

L
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory: search and retrieval of radiation experiment records, 18(Fall 1995): 119-127
Lear, Walter J.: lecture, 18(Fall 1995): 148
Lerner, Adele A.: “Steering Committee Member,” 16(Summer 1993): 34-45; Certified Archivist, 13(Spring 1990): 31
Lewis, Chris: lecture, 12(Spring 1989): 16
Lewis, Karen: workshop on photographs, 8(Summer 1984): 3
Librarians: and antiquarian bksellers, 16(Summer 1993): 27-33; and collectors, 8(Winter/Spring 1985): 15-18; as archivists, 12(Summer 1989): 21-22
see also Education, librarianship

See also Special collections; individual institutions

Library Co. of Phila.: conf. on yellow fever epidemic, 16(Summer 1993): 47-48
Library Journal: bk. reviewers for, 12(Spring 1989): 16
Library of Congress: data bases accessible on Internet, 16(Summer 1993): 48; pubs. of National Preservation Program Office, 9(Fall 1985): 8

Literature: dissertations on medicine in, 7(Summer 1983): 1-3
Local history and records: non-med. sources for, 3(July 1979): 2-3; exhibit, 9(Winter/Spring 1987): 5-8;
Ludmerer, Kenneth: lecture, 10(Summer 1986): 7

M

Mallock Room Newsletter, 15(Spring 1992): 24
see also Archives
Marsh, Margaret: Fellowship, 11(Winter 1988): 34
Matheson, Nina: lecture, 18(Summer 1995): 109

McCarl, Mary R.: “Medical Librarian as Archivist: II,” 12(Summer 1989): 21-22
Medical Archivists Group, Archivists Round Table of Metro. NY: exhibit, 15(Fall 1991): 5-6; NY Archives week, 15(Fall 1991): 5
Medical Biography (Garrison and Morton): transfer of serials to rare bk. room, 12(Fall/Winter 1988/89): [2-3]
“Medical History Quiz,” 17(Spring 1994): 29, 35

**historical programs at annual meeting:**

**Montreal connections:** 4(Jan./Apr. 1981): 8

**oral history:** of medical librarianship, 4(July 1980): 3; program on, 15(Fall 1991): 8

**Oral History Committee:** meeting, 15(Fall 1991): 4-5

**President,** 12(Summer 1989): 29

**Secretary/Treasurer,** 15(Spring 1992): 24

**Medical Mycological Society of the Americas:**
archives, 18(Summer 1995): 101


**Medieval hist.:** online discussion groups, 17(Spring 1994): 45-46

**Meldrum, Marcia:** appt., NLM, 14(Fall 1990): 11

**Memorial U. of Newfoundland:** med. hist. at, 2(Apr. 1979): 4-5

**Mermann, Alan:** lecture, 11(Winter 1988): 45

**Meyer, Jimmy Elain Wilkinson:** award, 18(Winter 1994): 20

**Microfilming:** at NLM, 12(Spring 1989): 14-15; 17(Summer 1994): 59; Near Eastern manuscripts, 14(Fall 1990): 8-9; scrapbooks, 17(Winter 1993): 16-17


**Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference:** meeting, 10(Summer 1986): 7; 18(Spring 1995): 60; pubs., 17(Winter 1993): 11

**Mieldefort, H.C. Erik:** lecture, 10(Fall 1986): 12


**Millard, Jody:** [cartoons], 3(Apr. 1980): 3; 4(July 1980): 4

**Miller, Genevieve:** volunteer, Johns Hopkins, 8(Fall 1984): 13

**Millon-Levin, Adrienne:** appt., NYU, 15(Spring 1992): 23

**Mims, Dorothy Hart:** retirement, 15(Spring 1992): 27

**Mix, Lisa A.:** "A Joint Archives/Records Management Program at an Academic Health Center," 18(Fall 1995): 110-114

**Modern Archives Institute:** sessions, 16(Fall 1993): 72


**Moser, Dennis:** "The Last Deadly Disease" [PhotoCD], reviewed, 17(Winter 1993): 18


**Mulhern, Brian:** degree, 11(Fall 1987): 16; grad. student, 10(Summer 1986): 6

**Mullins, Jeffrey:** lecture, 18(Spring 1995): 60

**Murphy, Sharon:** "Annotated Bibliography of Major Biographies About Florence Nightingale," 13(Winter 1989): 11-14

**Museum Boerhaave:** conf. on collecting scientific instruments, 17(Summer 1988): 34

**Museums:** Dr. Samuel D. Harris National Museum of Dentistry, 17(Summer 1994): 72; exhibits online, 17(Summer 1994): 75
National AIDS Exhibit Consortium: exhibit, 17(Fall 1994): 107
National Archives: preservation conference, 10(Fall 1986): 10; bibs. published, 14(Fall 1990): 10
National Historical Publications and Records Commission: grant, 16(Fall 1993): 69-70
National Science Foundation: grants, 13(Winter 1989): 23
Nelson, Althea M.: donation to U.MN, 11(Fall 1987): 18
New Jersey State Lib.: preservation planning workshop, 11(Fall 1987): 23
New York Council for the Humanities: grant, 17(Winter 1993): 15-16
New York Orthopaedic Hosp.: appt., 17(Fall 1994): 105
New York Public Lib.: exhibit, 17(Spring 1994): 44
New York State: grant, 12(Summer 1989): 28
NHPRC: funding study, 13(Spring 1990): 31
Niss, Barbara J.: activities, 11(Spring 1988): 54
Norman, Jeremy: “Androcles & the Lion, or the
Rare Affairs of Librarian & Bookseller," 16(Summer 1993): 32-33; award, 17(Summer 1994): 63, 72; cat. of Haskell F. Norman coll., noted, 15(Winter 1992): 13


Northeast Ohio Coll. of Med.: appt., 9(Summer 1985): 3

Northwestern U.: Dental School photograph coll., 13(Fall 1989): 1


Nyhart, Lynn K.: lecture, 12(Spring 1989): 16

O Odontographic Soc. of Chicago: Award of Merit, 9(Fall 1985): 14

Offenbacher, Emil: death, 14(Fall 1990): 12-13

Ohio Museums Assn: pub. competition, 10(Summer 1986): 8


Olch, Peter D.: bookdealer, 13(Summer 1990): 35

Oncology Nursing Society: archives and hist. center, 16(Winter 1992): 3-7

O'Neill, Sheila: appt., NLM, 17(Spring 1994): 42


see also Electronic networks

Optical scanning: U.ME Archives Imaging Project, 17(Spring 1994): 43


Ordogh, Linda: award, 18(Fall 1995): 144

Orfanos, Minnie: "Northwestern Picture Perfect," 13(Fall 1989): 1

Osborne, Michael: activities, 10(Summer 1986): 6; appt., U. MN., 11(Summer 1987): 10; lecture, 12(Spring 1989): 16

Oster Library, 1979, reviewed, 3(Jan. 1980): 3


O'Sullivan, Nora: appt., Cleveland Health Sciences Lib., 11(Spring 1988): 54

Ott, Katherine: lecture, 18(Spring 1995): 60


Oxford U.: Bodleian Lib. anat. ill. on Internet, 17(Spring 1994): 46


Palmer Coll. of Chiropractic: grant for microfilming, 16(Summer 1993): 47


Paracelsus, Five Hundred Years: Three American Exhibits: pamphlet available, 17(Winter 1993): 18


Paradis, A.: Trois Siècles d'Histoire Médicale au Québec, reviewed, 16(Summer 1993): 45


Pasquale, Ann: appt., NYAM, 14(Winter 1990: 29 see also Haddad, Ann Pasquale

Pasteur, Louis: commemorative activities, 18(Fall 1995): 143

Pasteur Foundation: commemorative events, 18(Summer 1995): 102-103

Pennsylvania Hosp.: recataloguing of Historic Lib. completed, 9(Summer 1985): 4
Pernick, Martin: lecture, 13(Fall 1989): 7
Personal archives, see Archives; Manuscripts
Pew Charitable Trusts: grant, 15(Fall 1991): 6
Philadelphia Art Museum: exhibit, 9(Fall 1985): 13
Public Health Service: appt., 15(Fall 1992): 57
Philadelphia Museum of Art: exhibit, 18(Spring 1995): 52
Photocopying: ALA guidelines, 9(Fall 1985): 8; overhead copiers, 7(Fall 1983): 7
Photographic Conservation, 3(Jan. 1980): 3
see also Art; Pictures; Portraits
see also Art; Photographs; Posters; Portraits
Pingree, Allison: lecture, 18(Spring 1995): 60
Pittsburgh Regional Library Center: preservation workshops, 18(Spring 1995): 60
Porter, Gayle: appt., summer intern, NLM, 14(Fall 1990): 121
Porter, Roy: fellowship, 12(Fall/Winter 1988/89): [6-7]
see also Art; Photographs; Pictures
Postage stamps: Harvey Cushing, 11(Winter 1988): 33
Postell, William Dosité, Sr.: historical work of, 7(Fall 1983): 8-10
Posters: Russian public health, 9(Fall 1985): 9-10; British govt. health education, 18(Fall 1995): 139
see also Art; Pictures
Prescott, Heather Munro: fellowship, 17(Winter 1993): 16
Preservation: Abbey Newsletter, 3(Jan. 1980): 3; 13(Fall 1989): 8; archival diss. copies, 10(Summer 1986): 4; at NLM, 10(Fall 1986): 10; at Rush Med. Coll. Lib., 10(Summer 1986): 7; audiovisuals on, 11(Summer 1987): 5; bibls., 11(Fall 1987): 19; binding repair method, 7(Fall 1983): 7; binding repair station, 10(Summer 1986): 4; bk. conservation exhibit, 15(Fall 1992): 59-60; bk. conservation internship, 10(Summer 1986): 4; bk. on pest control,
26; rare bk. librarianship course, 12(Fall/Winter 1988/89): [9]


**Rare Books and Manuscripts Librarianship**, noted, 9(Fall 1985): 9; reviewed, 11(Spring 1988): 51-53


**Ray Foundation**: grants, 13(Fall 1989): 6-7


**Realia**, see Artifacts

**Redmon, Sherrill**: “Historical Collections of the Kornhauser Health Sciences Library University of Louisville,” 12(Summer 1989): 20-21; appt., Smith Coll., 16(Fall 1993): 71; Certified Archivist, 13(Spring 1990): 31


**Reference services**: at CPP Lib., Hist. Services Div., and The Wellcome Institute for the Hist. of Med., 17(Summer 1994): 50-52


see also Electronic resources


**Richards, Robert J.**: lecture, 12(Spring 1989): 16

**Ring, Malvin E.**: “Letter to the Editor [on Crawford Long],” 10(Fall 1986): 8

**Rishworth, Susan**: “Secretary/Treasurer,” 16(Summer 1993): 34; appt., ACOG, 14(Fall 1990): 11; award, 18(Summer 1995): 107

**Ritchie, Robert A.**: appt., Wright State U., 10(Fall 1986): 11

**Robertson, Stephen M.**: lecture, 18(Fall 1995): 148


**Ronner, Wanda**: fellowship, 11(Winter 1988): 34

**Rootenberg, Barbara**: “Androcles and the Lion, or the Rare Affairs and Librarian and Bookseller,” 16(Summer 1993): 27-28; “Hidden Treasures,” 18(Winter 1994): 16; accident, 18(Summer 1995): 107


**Royal Coll. of Physicians**: cat. of Evan Bedford Lib. of Cardiology, 3(July 1979): 4

**Ruckser, Nancy**: resignation, 10(Fall 1986): 11

**Ruggere, Christine**: appt., CPP, 2(Oct. 1978): 4


**Rutan, Janet M.**: appt., Harvard, 11(Fall 1987): 16

**S**

**Sabiston, David C., Jr.**: lecture, 17(Winter 1993): 19

**Sales**: in hist. of health science colls., 12(Spring 1989): 11-13; Marcus and Elizabeth Crahan Coll. of Bks. on Food, etc., 9(Fall 1985): 13

**Sargent, Charles W.**: retirement, 13(Spring 1990): 31

**Savacool, J. Woodrow**: appt., Thomas Jefferson U., 10(Winter/Spring 1986/87): 16

**Savage-Smith, Emilie**: lecture, 11(Winter 1988): 45
Savitt, Todd: lecture, 10(Summer 1986): 7
Scarborough, John: lecture, 10(Summer 1986): 7
Schachter, June: appt., McGill U., 16(Fall 1993): 71
Schedel, Hartmann: ownership of Celsus incunabulum, 18(Fall 1995): 130
Schullian, Dorothy M.: death, 13(Fall 1989): 6
Schwartz, Ray: appt., N.Y. Orthopaedic Hosp., 17(Fall 1994): 105
Science, Technology, and Health Care Roundtable: membership in, 18(Spring 1995): 61
Security, see Theft of books
Seitz, Phillip R.: research, 17(Spring 1994): 42
Sexuality: use of med. hist. materials in gender studies and hist. of homosexuality, 16(Spring 1993): 15-19
Sigerist Circle: bib., 17(Winter 1993): 2
Simmons, Jenny: appt., Cleveland Health Sciences Lib., 13(Fall 1989): 6
Smith College: appt., 16(Fall 1993): 71
Smith, Dale: lecture, 15(Fall 1991): 5
Smith, Jill Gates: appt., Med. Coll. PA, 8(Fall 1984): 12
Smithsonian Institution: Dibner Lib. Resident Scholar Program, 18(Fall 1995): 145-146; items available for loan from, 8(Summer 1984): 1
Society for Health and Human Value: annual meeting, 12(Fall/Winter 1988/89): [9-10]
Special collections: “demand-driven” acquis., 15(Spring 1992): 21-22; student assistants in, 3(July 1979): 2; volunteers in, 3(July 1979): 1
See also Libraries, hist. of health sciences; Theft of books
Stamps, see Postage stamps
State U. of NY at Syracuse: pub. of “Thirty-Five Treasures of Special Collections,” 16(Fall 1993): 70
Steele, Richard: appt., Mt. Sinai Med. Center, 16(Summer 1993): 47
Steele, Vicki: Becoming a Fundraiser, noted, 15(Spring 1992): 25; appt., U.CLA, 10(Fall 1986): 11
Stewart, Emily: appt., Cleveland Health Sciences Lib., 17(Winter 1993): 15
Stool, Sylvan: lecture, 17(Winter 1993): 19
Strong Museum: exhibit, 17(Fall 1994): 107
Student assistants: in special colls., 3(July 1979): 2
Sullivan, Lester: appt., Xavier U.LA, 13(Spring 1990): 31
Sutton, Janet Kibinec: activities, 17(Summer 1994): 72
see also Kibinec, Janet
Swann, John: lecture, 17(Winter 1993): 19
Syphilis: Tuskegee Syphilis Study, 17(Spring 1994): 31-33

T
Takahoshi, Gay: appt., ACOG, 11(Summer 1987): 9
Taylor, Marvin J.: “ ‘Other’ Uses of History of Medicine Collections,” 16(Spring 1993): 15-19; appt., NYU, 16(Fall 1993): 71
Teichmann, Jurgen: fellowship, 18(Summer 1995): 108


Texas A & M U.: course on med. ethics and hist. of medicine, 1(Oct. 1977): 4

Thieft of books: ACRL/RBMS guidelines regarding theft, 17(Summer 1994): 75; of special coll. materials, 12(Summer 1989): 23; S. Blumberg lib. thefts, 14(Fall 1990): 9

Thibodeau, Doris: “President’s Column,” 6(July 1982): 6


Thompson, Rose: new member, 11(Summer 1987): 9

Thomson, J. Anderson: lecture, 17(Fall 1994): 106


Tobacco: documents available at UCSF, 18(Spring 1995): 141-142, 145

Tomatoes: and apples, 17(Spring 1994): 29; Parascandola, J., and, 17(Summer 1994): 53; 18(Summer 1995): 87


Tuberculosis: documentary film on, 18(Winter 1994): 22


U

UIter, Maarten: lecture, 18(Fall 1995): 148


U. of British Columbia: exhibit, 9(Fall 1985): 13


see also Cincinnati Med. Heritage Center

U. of Guam: archives, 17(Spring 1994): 44

U. of Indiana: position announcement, 13(Summer 1990): 45


U. of Maine: acquis images database, 17(Spring 1994): 43


U. of Melbourne: position announcement, 17(Summer 1994): 64


U. of New Mexico: bib. database on Native Amer. medicine, 18(Winter 1994): 20

U. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill: acquis., 11(Fall 1987): 17; appts., 11(Fall 1987): 16


Unger, Carol: “The Special Collections Department of the Library, Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences,” 3(Oct. 1979): 4


V

Valuation, see Appraisal


Vanderbilt U.: acquis., 8(Summer 1984): 1; 8(Fall 1984): 12; 10(Summer 1986): 6; 10(Fall 1986): 12; 11(Summer 1987): 9; 12(Summer 1989): 28; exhib-

**Vesalius, Andreas:** English trans. of *De Humani Corporis Fabrica*, 17(Summer 1994): 75; teaching video on, 17(Fall 1994): 95

**Virginia Commonwealth U.**: exhibit loans, 14(Winter 1990): 27


**Virginia**: hist. of health sciences resources in, 11(Summer 1987): 6

**Volunteers**: in special colls., 3(July 1979): 1

**W**

**Wagner, Frederick B., Jr.**: appt., Thomas Jefferson U., 8(Summer 1984): 2


**Wangensteen, Sarah Davidson**: death, 18(Winter 1994): 19


**Weiner, Dora**: lecture, 16(Winter 1992): 13

**Weinland, Judy**: appt., MA Eye and Ear Infirmary, 15(Fall 1992): 57

**Weinstock, Joanna**: research, 11(Winter 1988): 33


**Wells, Ellen**: death, 18(Summer 1995): 105-106; lecture, 12(Spring 1989): 16

**Wessell, Morris A.**: lecture, 11(Winter 1988): 45

**Westermann, Mary L.**: "What's a Friend For?" 10(Fall 1986): 7-8


**Whitaker, Anne**: appt., NLM, 14(Winter 1990): 28

**Whitcomb, Dorothy**: "English Medical History Libraries Toured June 2-9,1985," 9(Fall 1985): 11; "President's Column," 10(Fall 1986): 8-9; *Immunology to 1980: An Illustrated Bibliography of Titles in the Middleton Health Sciences Library*, noted, 10(Summer 1986): 8; bib. of Julius M. Cruse Coll. in Immunology, 11(Summer 1987): 9-10; retirement, 13(Spring 1990): 31


**Wiese, Glenda**: award, 16(Summer 1993): 47

**WILDCat**: availability of, 17(Summer 1994): 75

**William Penn Foundation**: grant, 17(Winter 1993): 15


**Wink, Mary**: appt., TX Med. Center, 9(Summer 1985): 3
Woman's Med. Coll. of PA: materials on 19th c. black women physicians, 10(Summer 1986): 2
Wood's Library of Standard Medical Authors: exhibit at NLM, 9(Winter/Spring 1986): 18
Wortington, W. Curtis: lecture, 10(Fall 1986): 12
X
Y
Yax, Maggie: appt., Wright State U., 17(Winter 1993): 15
Z